
Winter Break Scavenger Hunt 2020 

Map clues 

How to get to start: The scavenger hunt takes place in the Cumberland Forest and 

begins at the entrance by the BMX park. Park at the BMX parking lot which is located 

east of the Village Park. At the south side of the BMX park, or the other side of the 

track, is the entrance to the Cumberland Trail Network. Before crossing the newly 

constructed bridge is a kiosk with a map of biking trails. As you cross the wooden 

bridge, stop to check out the swamp/marsh. Why do you think one side is higher than 

the other? Continue up small rise and to your left is the beginning of Munday’s Child.  

The scavenger hunt begins here. 

 

 

#1 Walk along Munday’s Child. Can you spot a burn out tree on your left? Continue 

along path and just before it curves to the right, head right into the forest between two 

stumps. Look for two bare maple trees. The box is hidden here. 

#2 Continue along trail. At one point, the pond area seems to come to an end and there 

is a land bridge, of sorts. (If not, we have had some significant precipitation). Could this 

be a beaver dam? Can you spy the beaver lodge across the water?  Let’s explore! Once 

you have finished exploring, stay close to water’s edge and look for tall burnt stump 

(approx. 12 -15 ft tall). Do not cross land bridge/beaver dam. The burnt stump is within 

40 feet of beaver dam, between trail and water. Look for box. 

#3. Get back on the trail. As you walk along, look for a large hemlock tree called Sir 

Hemlock Fat Root. My son and I gave it this name. It will be on the trail, to your left. Just 

before it you will see something that does not belong on your right. Is it looking at you? 

Stand behind the stump with eyes and on your right (if your back is to the stump), is 

Douglas Fir stump (approx. 3 meters tall). Look for a box here. 

#4.  Continue along trail. Can you find the Sitka Spruce Dragon (who is known for its 

scales) and the skinny Cedar Princess? If you arrive at the Naughty Magician (N.M.) 

and have to jump over it before finding the next spot, you have gone too far. Give the 

dragon a high five and hug the princess. Now, on the right side of the trail you will see a 

relatively open area. Head into the clearing and see if you can find a yellow pipe cleaner 

on the edge of the forest marking a stump(and within 40 ft of dragon). Look for the next 

box. 

#5. Continue along the trail. Jump over the Naughty Magician (N.M.). At the next 

junction you have two choices. You can choose to turn left over the 15-piece bridge to 

head to boxes #7 & #8. If you turn right, you are heading towards boxes #5 & #6.  



Towards #5 and #6… 

Walking along Friday’s Child, you will see a great spot on you left that would be 

excellent for hiding or building a shelter. Look for box here. 

#6. Continue along trail. Go straight at 1st junction (not Sunday’s Child). Stay left at next 

junction. At junction #3, turn left onto Thursday’s Child. Pass trail sign and look for a 

stump on your right with a yellow pipe cleaner. Another stump is right behind it. Box is 

there. 

 

Please refer back to clue #5 and the map to help you locate the following boxes. 

 

#7. After crossing the 15-piece bridge, continue along the path and keep your eyes 

open for two large coniferous trees on your left. These bests of friends are joined at the 

base despite being a Western Red Cedar and a Douglas Fir. They are approximately 

15ft off of the path. Look for box here.  A large stump on the right side of path makes for 

a good reference point. 

#8. Continue along path and look out for a burnt-out tree on left. It is very close to water. 

Look for box here. 

 


